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Foreword

Over the past two decades the Victorian Government has led the world in tackling 
avoidable illness and death which result from tobacco smoke. Since the original 
Victorian Tobacco Act 1987 was introduced a range of preventative reform measures 
have been implemented, including smoke free dining, smoke free shopping centres 
and further smoking restrictions in gaming venues and licensed premises.  

We are aware that there are challenges that still need to be met, as each year in 
Victoria alone, direct tobacco smoking is accountable for more than 3,900 deaths. 
Alarmingly, recent studies reveal that young adults aged 18 to 29 have the highest 
rates of smoking in Australia and those that take up smoking in their teens are more 
likely to be long-term smokers and suffer from smoking related illnesses. 

It is important to acknowledge that the school environment, including the policies 
implemented and the curriculum and programs taught, can impact on the behaviours 
and attitudes of children and young people. Since 1989 there has been a total ban 
on smoking in workplace buildings and vehicles. It is now timely that schools aim to 
achieve a completely smoke free school environment. I would like to recognise the 
efforts of our schools in implementing and supporting this policy.

Most recently the Victorian Government announced the Tobacco Control Strategy 
2008–2013 with a focus on promoting the health of children and young people. 
From the 1 July 2009, I as Minister for Education will exercise the power vested in the 
Education and Training Reform Act 2006 to issue an Order that will ban smoking on 
Victorian government school premises. This will provide children and young people 
with an environment that is guaranteed to be smoke-free and send a clear message 
that a healthy lifestyle does not include smoking.

This Smoke Free Schools resource is designed to assist schools to become completely 
smoke free environments. It contains guidelines, support and classroom materials for 
the prevention and management of smoking tobacco. 

I commend this resource to you, and am confident that the impact of this Order in 
ensuring that schools remain smoke free environments will contribute to positive 
health and wellbeing outcomes of our children, school staff, parents and communities.

Hon Bronwyn Pike MP 
Minister for Education
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Introduction These tobacco prevention education curriculum 
materials support the Smoke Free Schools - Tobacco 
Prevention and Management Guidelines for Victorian 
Schools (Department of Education and Early Childhood 
Development, 2009). The implementation of the 
guidelines for tobacco prevention education in schools 
is the responsibility of all teachers, and requires 
leadership as well as awareness and support from the 
whole school community.

The goal of these lesson materials is to minimise the 
harm caused by tobacco products to students.

The aims of the lesson materials for Years 5 to 9 are to:

— provide accurate information about tobacco

— explore psychological and social factors related to 
smoking. For example, the reasons for smoking, how 
smoking might interfere with other aspects of life, 
the situations where young people might be tempted 
to experiment with cigarettes, and strategies for 
avoiding experimentation with cigarettes

— provide an understanding of the pathway to  
nicotine dependence.

This resource has been updated and is a reprint of the 
original edition printed in 2004.
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The minimisation of harm 
from the consumption of 
tobacco products involves 
the development of school 
strategies and programs. 

This curriculum resource and the Smoke 
Free Schools – Tobacco Prevention and 
Management Guidelines are designed to 
assist schools in these efforts. Schools 
should aim to:

— provide a smoke free environment, 
that is, prevent tobacco use at school 
by students, teachers and other 
members of the community

— provide a school environment that 
promotes health

— be consistent with the principles of 
effective drug education

— provide students with the knowledge 
and thinking skills to make informed 
choices about tobacco issues

— participate in a discourse with 
students about the development of 
their attitudes to the consumption of 
tobacco products

— provide students with the behavioural 
skills that will help them to minimise 
the harm associated with tobacco use

— support parents to provide a home 
environment that provides appropriate 
role modelling and management 
practices

— support and manage students when 
tobacco use occurs at school

— support teachers and other members 
of the school community when tobacco 
use occurs at school

— form partnerships with the 
community to provide an environment 
that promotes the health of its 
constituents.

In 2005, three per cent of 12 year olds and 
23 per cent of 17 year olds had smoked 
in the month. In absolute figures, these 
percentages equate to around 140,359 
students across Australia. If they all 
became lifelong smokers, 70,180 would 
die prematurely.

On a positive note, in 2005, only seven per  
cent of 12 to 15 year olds smoked. This  
is half of the smoking rate for the same 
age group in 1999. The numbers of 16 and 
17 year olds who had smoked in the past 
week almost halved between 1999  
and 20051. 

While the trends are positive, smoking 
remains a major public health issue. It is 
responsible for approximately 90 per cent 
of drug-related deaths in Australia.

Critical stages of development

A review of the literature that has informed 
the development of these materials has 
identified that there are critical stages of 
development experienced by the young 
person in relation to potential tobacco 
use. The majority of young people have 
a family member, close relative or friend 
who smokes tobacco products. Young 
people form attitudes to smoking prior 
to commencing school and through the 
experiences and observations of adults 
close to them, particularly those adults 
who consume tobacco products. 

Young people begin smoking as young 
as 10 years old, with most regular 
smokers beginning the habit from 12 to 
14 years of age. Early experimentation 
often occurs as one of a range of risk 
factors, creating a need for education 
to be sensitive to the context of a young 
person’s situation and experiences. The 
longer first experimentation with tobacco 
is postponed, the lesser the likelihood 
a young person will become a lifelong 
smoker.

Aims of tobacco  
education in schools 

Prevalence 
figures      

1. White V, Hayman J. Smoking behaviours of Australian secondary students in 2005. 
Melbourne, Australia: Centre for Behavioural Research in Cancer; June; 2006.
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Schools are supported to integrate 
tobacco prevention education within 
the context of a broader whole school 
approach. School polices should include:

— confirmation of the tobacco ban on 
school premises

— processes for supporting students 
with tobacco and other health issues

— professional learning for teachers

— family involvement and community 
agency support.

The Principles for School Drug 
Education 

The Commonwealth Principles for School 
Drug Education provide a framework 
of core concepts and values to support 
effective drug education in schools. The 
Principles guide school communities 
in making decisions related to drug 
education practice and have a strong 
evidence base that draws on current 
theory and research. 

The Principles outline the key elements 
of effective drug education in schools. 
This includes the importance of providing 
knowledge and skills about tobacco 
and its effects. Accurate knowledge 
about tobacco however, is important 
but it is not enough to keep people from 
smoking. We need to also consider the 
influences that can effect young people’s 
choices and their opportunities to plan 
and develop the skills they need to help 
them handle decision making  
and pressures.

The policy context

The policy and program context

Tobacco prevention education is most 
effective when it is delivered within the 
context of a whole school approach 
to health and wellbeing, and when it 
is linked to existing school programs. 
Tobacco prevention education should 
be implemented in the context of 
Departmental policies, learning 
strategies and, where appropriate, 
consultation with local health agencies.

The Blueprint for Education and 
Early Childhood Development 

The Department of Education and Early 
Childhood Development has a key focus 
on supporting the wellbeing of Victorian 
children and their families. The Blueprint 
for Education and Early Childhood 
Development articulates a vision for 
Victorian education and early childhood 
development, ‘that every young Victorian 
will thrive, learn and develop, to enjoy 
a productive, rewarding and fulfilling 
life, while contributing to their local and 
global community’. It seeks to ensure 
that Victoria’s children’s services, from 
maternal and child health to senior 
secondary education meets the needs of 
families and children.

Tobacco prevention education in schools 
and the use of this resource supports 
students’ health and wellbeing. Tobacco 
prevention education encourages 
schools to develop policies, curriculum 
and programs that support all students 
to understand the health risks 
associated with tobacco use.

It is also important not to create the 
impression that most young people 
use tobacco. This can happen if we talk 
about smoking as if we assume everyone 
is doing it.  This assumption can put 
pressure on young people to take up 
smoking in order to fit what they perceive 
to be a norm. If we examine the statistics  
of smokers, particularly those relating 
to ‘regular use’, they show that in 2005, 
92 per cent of 12 year olds and 63 per 
cent of 17 year olds had not smoked in 
the past year. (Source: Quit Victoria). Be 
mindful to recognise that many young 
people do not smoke when preparing 
dramatic scenarios and discussing 
tobacco use.
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The Framework for Student 
Support Services in Victorian 
Government Schools 

Students are better prepared for learning 
when they are healthy, safe and happy. 
All children and young people need 
support as they grow towards adulthood 
to help them develop as healthy, secure 
and resilient people. 

The Framework for Student Support 
Services in Victorian Government Schools 
was developed to help schools do this 
in a comprehensive and integrated 
way. It outlines four interrelated levels 
of activity used to group the range of 
activities currently being undertaken by 
schools and related support services. 
These levels are primary prevention 
and intervention, early intervention and 
restoring wellbeing. This continuum of 
intervention and prevention can assist 
schools to offer appropriate support to 
students in relation to tobacco use and 
other health issues. 

Resources 

Tobacco prevention education 
information and resources, including 
the Principles for School Drug Education 
are included on the Department’s drug 
education website: www.education.vic.
gov.au/drugeducation

QUIT Victoria provides a range of 
resources and services including training 
to support young people to cease 
smoking. 

Teachers are advised to visit the QUIT 
website for resources and further 
information about smoking prevention 
at: www.quit.org.au 
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The policy context (cont.) 

Health promoting schools

The Health Promoting Schools 
Framework identifies three areas of 
endeavour that influence the health 
of students and their broader school 
communities: 

— classroom curriculum, teaching and 
learning

— school organisation, ethos (including 
culture) and environment 

— community links and partnerships.

Schools that are committed to a Health 
Promoting Schools Framework are 
aware of a comprehensive foundation 
for implementing these curriculum 
materials. 

A supportive and positive school 
environment is a major factor in the 
prevention of health-risk behaviour in 
young people and, in particular, is linked 
to the prevention of smoking behaviour 
in young people. By implication, school-
based health initiatives that are purely 
curriculum focused will be limited in their 
effectiveness. 

The Health Promoting Schools Framework

Curriculum, 
teaching and 

learning

School 
organisation, 

ethos and 
environment

Community links 
and partnerships
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Risk and protective factors 

There are many environmental and social 
factors that influence both smoking and 
non-smoking behaviour in young people.  
Factors that influence non-smoking 
behaviour include:

— encouraging young people to make a 
firm commitment not to smoke

— being exposed to non-smoking 
attitudes 

— developing resistance skills
— achieving academic success
— developing positive attitudes to 

school, including a sense of connection 
to school

— having positive relationships with 
adults

— having opportunities for health 
promoting activities.

Protective strategies need to adapt to 
changing risk factors.  In the middle 
years, tobacco prevention education is 
most effective when it occurs prior to 
students being exposed to risk.  Family 
and school remain highly significant, as 
do non-smoking friendships and support 
for students to develop positive coping 
strategies and health promoting skills. 

Parents and family play an important role 
in both directly influencing these risk 
and protective factors, and in supporting 
the their children’s education to reduce 
risks and increase protection. To enhance 
success a tobacco prevention education 
strategy should acknowledge the role of 
parents.

The following table summarises the risk 
and protective factors that influence the 
likelihood of a young person becoming a 
consumer of tobacco products.

Risk factors things that increase the 
likelihood of harm to a young person.

Protective factors things that decrease 
the likelihood of harm to a young person.

Tobacco products legally manufactured 
nicotine products that involve the 
inhalation of smoke.  These include 
pipes, roll-your-own and tailor-made 
cigarettes.

Factors that influence smoking Risk Factors Protective Factors

External/environmental factors — Widespread tobacco smoking 
behaviour  in public spaces and 
institutions

— Tobacco advertising
— Parental, sibling or peer smoking
— Availability of tobacco products
— Lack of adult supervision
— Low socio-economic status

— Smoke free community areas
— Public health campaigns
— Parental, sibling and peer non-smoking 

behaviour
— Restricted access to tobacco products
— Close relationships with pro-social 

adults

Personal factors — Disconnectedness from school 
(especially through truancy)

— High self-esteem and confidence 
combined with risk taking

— Rebelliousness
— Anti-social behaviour
— Unstable mental health
— Fashion consciousness
— Low academic achievement
— Poor self-esteem and self-image

— Connectedness to school
— High self-esteem combined with 

positive health image of self
— Resilience
— Pro-social behaviour
— Academic achievement

Attitudinal factors — Belief that smoking is a social 
advantage

— Belief that tobacco use is the norm 
— The absence of a firm commitment  

not to smoke

— A belief that smoking is socially  
unacceptable

— An awareness that most people do  
not smoke

— A commitment not to smoke

Skill factors — Lack of resistance and social skills — Resistance and social skills
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Classroom approaches 

School communities have a 
responsibility to provide opportunities 
for students to acquire: 

1  Thinking skills to make informed 
decisions about the consumption of 
tobacco.

2  Attitudes that encourage protective 
behaviours.

3  Life skills to effectively implement 
decisions.
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Suggestions

— Teachers can provide a classroom 
program that explores tobacco issues 
through the use of worksheets, 
projects, classroom discussion and 
activities. This can be as a health unit 
or integrated across the curriculum.

— Parents can support the development 
of thinking skills through homework 
activities and the encouragement of 
discussion about tobacco issues at 
home.

— The school can host parent 
education sessions focused on 
aspects of tobacco consumption, 
including the school’s approach to 
tobacco prevention education and 
management.

— Students can review how community 
organisations and health providers 
disseminate tobacco-related 
information through their services 
(both through their clinical 
consultations and their information 
displays).

— Students can review how health 
campaigns provide factual information 
about tobacco and its health effects.

— A clear smoke free policy includes 
accompanying education and a whole 
school communication strategy. 
Students can review an aspect of this 
policy, for example, how effective it is 
in informing all members of the school 
community.

Suggestions

—Students can examine how social 
environments and cultures are 
constructed. Students can then 
consider how communication, 
assertiveness and decision-making 
skills influence the individual within 
a social environment. Central to this 
model is creating a school culture 
that has a strong commitment among 
young people and staff not to smoke.

— Students can develop and implement 
an awareness campaign designed to 
show parents and close relatives how 
their values, attitudes and behaviours 
influence young people. 

— Community organisations often 
involve young people or their parents 
in public health campaigns. The quit 
campaign has invested considerable 
resources into promoting non-smoking 
messages. Schools can supplement 
these campaigns by using any 
complementary resource materials, 
and can raise issues highlighted by the 
campaign for discussion during class.

— The whole school community can help 
students develop protective attitudes 
about tobacco by ensuring a health 
promoting school environment.

Suggestions

— The provision of classroom training in 
resistance skills is most appropriate in 
the late primary and junior secondary 
years. These are highly important 
stages in the development of a 
smoking pathway.

— Peer leadership and education 
strategies can be utilised to support 
life skills training. 

— The community health sector may 
be utilised to support a life skills 
approach. This can be through the 
planning of programs, the provision of 
back-up health services (for example, 
counselling) and a contribution to the 
training of teachers, peer educators 
and students.

— School administrators can contribute 
to life skills training by giving young 
people who are experimenting with 
smoking the option of participating in 
a program to help them manage their 
smoking.

1 Thinking skills 
Providing students with the 
knowledge and thinking skills 
to make informed choices 
about tobacco issues.

2 Attitudes
Helping students develop 
protective attitudes about 
tobacco.

3 Life skills
Helping students develop 
protective life skills. 

Life skills help young people to 
remain non smokers when faced with 
opportunities to experiment. They 
include creating incentives to remain 
a non-smoker, learning strategies 
to avoid high-risk situations, and 
developing refusal skills. 
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Key elements for teaching 
about tobacco 

This diagram highlights factors relating to classroom environment, 
skills acquisition and curriculum content when delivering effective 
tobacco prevention education.

 
 
 
Inclusive

Organised

Democratic

Safe and secure

Involves parents

Friendly and positive

Coherent and sequential

Caters for individual needs

Supportive, respectful and caring

Developmentally and culturally appropriate

 

Classroom environment

Skills

— Communication
— Assertiveness
— Refusal skills
— Decision-making
— Confidence building
— Emotional literacy
— Positive/rational thinking
— Conflict resolution
— Planning/goal setting
— Coping/stress management
— Problem solving

Curriculum

— Facts and figures about tobacco
— Explore why young people smoke
— Tobacco products
— Harms/consequences
— Dependence
— Social environments where smoking 

occurs/normative issues
— Smoking cessation
— Avoidance strategies
— Taking community action
— Tobacco industry
— Role of media
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Years 5 to 6 – lesson materials   

Session 1:  Tobacco – how did it happen?  11

Session 2:   Tobacco smoke – what are you doing to my body? 15

Session 3:   Media babble – who can you believe? 17

Session 4:   Smoking  – is anybody doing it? 20

Session 5:   Being happy – my favourite things 27

Session 6:   What do parents think? 29

Session 7:   Habits – where do they come from? 31

Session 8:   Tricky situations – how do you get out of them? 34

Session 9:   Doctors Fixit’s  advice column 36

Session 10:   Class project – be smart, don’t start 40
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Session 1   
Tobacco – how did it happen? 

Process

1  Read ‘A brief history of tobacco’ on 
Page 13 to the students.

2  Discuss the questions listed below.

3  Ask students to complete the ‘What a 
cocktail!’ worksheet on Page 12.

4  Report back to class and discuss why 
these chemicals might be found in 
tobacco smoke.

Discussion questions

— Why did smoking become so popular 
early in the twentieth century?

— What have governments done to 
reduce tobacco smoking in Australia? 
(Students may wish to view the Quit 
website at www.quit.org.au in order to 
answer this question).

— Can you suggest some reasons why 
the  government doesn’t ban tobacco 
smoking?

Worksheet answers

1  All of the chemicals in the table are 
found in tobacco smoke.

2  The following words are placed in the 
sentences in this order:

— nicotine

— butane and methanol

— hydrogen cyanide

— tar

— pesticides

— carbon monoxide.

Purpose

To explore the history of 
tobacco use.
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Session 1 worksheet    
What a cocktail! 

‘All I want is your money and your health.’

1  Cigarette smoke contains 4,000 chemicals.  Many of these chemicals cause cancer.  
Tick those chemicals you might find in tobacco smoke, and put a cross for those 
chemicals that are not in tobacco smoke.

2  Fill the blanks in the sentences below using the following words: tar nicotine, carbon 
monoxide, hydrogen cyanide, butane, methanol, pesticides.

 is the chemical found in tobacco that causes dependence

and  help to keep cigarettes alight.

 damages the tiny hairs that help to clean the lungs.

 is a black and sticky substance that is the main cause of throat and lung cancer.

 are used when growing tobacco, with residues often found on dried tobacco leaves.

 reduces the amount of oxygen that reaches the vital body organs.

See what’s in a cigarette and search for: www.oxyGen.org.au

Chemical Tick for yes Cross for no

Carbon monoxide Car exhausts

Nicotine Pesticide

Ammonia Floor cleaner

Arsenic White ant poison

Butane Lighter fluid

Hydrogen cyanide Poison used in gas chambers

Toluene Industrial solvent

DDT Insecticide

Acetone Paint stripper

Cadmium Car batteries

Methanol Rocket fuel

Naphthalene Moth balls
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A brief history of tobacco  

What is tobacco? 

Tobacco is a plant that contains the drug 
nicotine. The leaves of the tobacco plant 
can be prepared for smoking, chewing 
or inhaling. People have used tobacco, 
or other plants that contain nicotine, for 
many centuries.

Christopher Columbus and other 
explorers returning from the Americas 
in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries 
introduced tobacco use to Europe (US 
Department of Health and Human 
Services, 1988).

At first, both men and women smoked 
tobacco in pipes. By the eighteenth 
century, the upper classes had adopted 
snuff – tobacco ground into a powder, 
which was inhaled through the nose.

In the late eighteenth century, cigars 
became fashionable among upper 
class men, later followed by cigarettes. 
However, this new way of smoking was 
not seen as acceptable for women.

In the early years tobacco was also used 
as a medicine, and was recommended for 
treating asthma and other illnesses. In 
1828 nicotine was isolated from tobacco, 
and shown to be extremely poisonous. 
After that, doctors seldom prescribed 
tobacco and some claimed it caused 
numerous health problems, including 
congestion of the brain and cancer 
(Walker, 1984). 

Tobacco arrives in Australia

The smoking habits of the English were 
brought to Australia with the earliest 
convict settlements and convict ships. 
People smoked their tobacco in pipes or 
chewed it.

Soldiers, free settlers and convicts 
demanded tobacco, and its provision 
was believed necessary to keep order in 
the colony. Tobacco was also sometimes 
used as money (Walker, 1984).

Long before white settlement, Aboriginal 
groups already had their own way of 
consuming nicotine. Leaves from a 
number of native Australian plants 
contain nicotine, and when these leaves 
were mixed with a particular ash and 
chewed, the nicotine was released 
into the body. However, as this kind of 
tobacco was only available at certain 
times of the year, the tobacco introduced 
by the English became popular among 
Aboriginal groups. White settlers used 
tobacco as a form of bribe, payment or 
reward (Walker, 1984).
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A new way to smoke

In the late nineteenth century, machines 
were invented that could mass-produce 
cigarettes that were convenient to use. 
Cigarettes became widely available and 
people began to smoke more often.

Cigarettes were particularly popular 
among the soldiers during the First 
World War (Walker, 1984), and following 
the war, more and more people took up 
smoking cigarettes. It also became more 
socially acceptable for women to smoke. 
After the Second World War, three-
quarters of the male adult population 
and one-quarter of adult females were 
smokers (Woodward, 1984). 

Everybody seemed to be doing it, and 
cigarette advertisements showed movie 
stars, sporting heroes and doctors in the 
act of smoking (Blum, 1983). The medical 
evidence linking smoking and disease 
did not become clear until the 1950s (Doll 
and Hill, 1950; Wynder, 1950).

Tobacco versus health

During the 1920s and 1930s, doctors 
and scientists began to notice that 
more patients were developing lung 
cancer (White, 1990; Blum and Ochsner, 
1983).  Until then, lung cancer had been 
an unusual disease. In 1950, research 
from the United States of America and 
Britain identified smoking, and especially 
cigarette smoking, as the cause of the 
rise in the amount of lung cancer (Doll, 
1950; Wynder and Graham, 1950). 

Research in the following decades has 
confirmed these findings, and shown 
that cigarette smoking is also a major 
cause of heart disease, a number of other 
kinds of cancer, lung disease and many 
other health problems. Even breathing 
in someone else’s cigarette smoke can 
give small children chest and breathing 
problems, and is a cause of lung cancer 
(US Department of Health and Human 
Services, 1989) and heart disease 
(Glantz and Parmley, 1991). 

This information is courtesy of Quit 
Victoria: www.quit.org.au
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Session 2   
Tobacco smoke – what are 
you doing to my body?

Purpose

To understand how tobacco 
smoke circulates around the 
body, affects the brain and 
creates dependency.

Process

1  Discuss the following with students:

— tobacco smoke passes along the 
respiratory tract to the lungs, where it 
is filtered prior to being absorbed into 
the blood stream

— once in the bloodstream, nicotine and 
other chemicals travel around the 
body. Nicotine rapidly reaches the 
brain and stimulates those receptors 
that are sensitive to nicotine.

2  Ask students to complete the ‘What 
are you doing to my body?’ worksheet 
on Page 16.

3  Ask students to present their 
worksheets to the class.
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Session 2 worksheet    
What are you doing to my body?

1  Using the outline of the body 
provided and collection of vital 
organs, cut out and accurately 
place the vital body organs onto 
the body map.

2  Label any damage you think is 
occurring.

3  Design a flowchart illustrating 
how cigarette smoke progresses 
through the body from point of 
entry to all parts of the body.

Heart Liver Colon Brain

Lips and tongueThroat
Stomach

Lungs
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Session 3   
Media babble – who can  
you believe?
Process

1  Using the TV advertisements on the 
CD provided, answer the following 
questions:

— What sorts of things are being said?

— What do you think about what is 
being said?

— What sort of image is the 
advertisement trying to promote?

— What are their messages?

2  Ask students to complete the ‘Who can 
you believe?’ worksheet on  
Page 18.

3  Break students into groups and 
instruct them to design their own 
advertisement (using whatever 
materials the teacher can provide). 
Some groups should be representing 
the tobacco companies (that is, trying 
to promote smoking), and some 
groups should be representing health 
services (that is, trying to reduce 
smoking).

4  Instruct the students to think about 
the hidden messages as well as those 
messages that are part of the script. 
For example, do the advertisers want 
the smokers to look attractive, cool, 
wealthy, sophisticated, rebellious and 
so on? Or do they want the smokers 
to look silly, misguided, unhealthy, 
miserable and so on?

5  Students may also wish to act out their 
advertisement.  

 Note: Role-plays should not include 
props that students put into their 
mouths to imitate smoking.

6  Ask students to complete ‘Cigarette 
warnings’ worksheet on Page 19.

 Note: Question 1 of this worksheet 
requires research time. Teachers 
will need to consider how best to 
investigate this topic, eg. parents and 
the Quit Victoria website at: www.quit.
org.au/ and search for ‘warning label’.

Purpose

To consider reputable 
sources of information and 
how information is used 
to manipulate people’s 
attitudes and beliefs.

Discussion questions

— Where are tobacco companies 
promoting cigarettes, since tobacco 
advertising has been banned?  
(Answer – movies, nightclubs, third 
world countries).

— What strategies do cigarette 
companies and health promotion 
campaigns employ?

— Who provides the most reliable 
information about tobacco?

— Who would be a reliable person to ask 
if someone was seeking an expert 
opinion on the health effects of 
tobacco?
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Session 3 worksheet    
Who can you believe?

1  What are the hidden messages in each of these advertisements?

2  What are the aims of the companies who make these advertisements?

3  Why would these companies have these aims?

1955

1975

1965

1995
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Session 3 worksheet    
Cigarette warnings 

1  Ask students to make a list of warnings found on cigarette packets.

2  How effective are these messages?  List some reasons.

3  Ask students to rank the messages from most to least effective, and be able to 
explain their ranking.

  Most effective        10 9  8  7  6  5  4  3  2  1   Least effective

Cigarette type Warning on labels Ranking

Winfield Smoking causes heart disease

Peter Jackson Smoking is addictive

Peter Stuyvesant Smoking kills
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Session 4   
Smoking – is anybody  
doing it?
Preparation

1 Prepare a group of cards with a 
different reason for not smoking 
written on each.

2  Ask students to complete the ‘Media 
babble – who can you believe?’ 
worksheet on Page 17.

Process

1 Ask students to estimate the 
proportion of adults in Australia who 
smoke, for example, one in two, one  
in three.  
(Answer– approximately one in five.)

2 Ask students to form the shape of a 
horse-shoe and hand out cards. Put a 
‘Most Important’ sign at one end of the 
horse-shoe and the ‘Least Important’ 
sign at the other end.

3 Ask students to place the cards 
along the continuum, giving reasons 
according to how important they think 
their card is in relation to the question, 
Why do people choose not to smoke 
cigarettes?

4 Ask students to complete the ‘Mapping 
the smoking epidemic’ worksheet on 
Page 25.

5 Ask students to complete ‘Smoking 
rates in Australia’ worksheet on  
Page 26.

Purpose

To explore normative 
tobacco issues.

To explore why people  
do and do not smoke.
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Most important

Least important

Affects performance  
(for example, drama, dance, studying, sport, music)

Against school rules

Bad breath

Bad reputation

Causes dependence
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Don’t want to get caught

Affects fitness

Expensive 

Friends are non-smokers

Gives you bad skin

Gross cough

Hardly anyone smokes
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Health effects

Inconvenient  
(i.e. a hassle)

Kills people

Looks stupid

Makes you dizzy

Non-smoking tv ads

Not interested
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Parents disapprove

Stains teeth

Stinks

Uncool
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1945

1969

1995

1969

1995

2007 2007

1945

Session 4 worksheet    
Mapping the smoking epidemic 

1  Ask students to make a list of warnings 
found on cigarette packets.

2  Describe how the rates of smoking have changed over the last 50 years.

3  Give some possible reasons for the changes in rates of smoking over the last 50 years.

Using statistics and information on the ‘Smoking rates in Australia worksheet’ on 
Page 26, correct your answers.
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Session 4 worksheet    
Smoking rates in Australia 

Ask students to make a list of warnings 
found on cigarette packets.

*Includes cigarette, pipe and cigar smokers

Year Male (%) Female (%)

1945 72 26

1964 58 28

1969 45 28

1974 45 30

1976 43 33

1980 40 34

1983 40 34

1986 34 31

1989 30 27

1992 29 26

1995 29 26

1998 27 26

2001 25 22

2004 24 22

2007 21 19

This table shows the changing pattern in 
smoking rates over the years, from the 
1940’s, when over 70 per cent of men and 
26 per cent of women smoked.

These figures show that smoking by men 
has substantially declined since 1945.  
Smoking by women over the same period 
remained relatively stable until 1989, 
when a significant decrease occurred from 
27 per cent to 22 per cent in 2001.

Between 1995 and 2001 there was 
a significant decline in the smoking 
prevalence among men and a slight 

decline among women.  A breakdown 
by age and gender shows that men and 
women between the ages of 25 and 29 
had the highest smoking rates.

Source:  Quit website:  www.quit.org.au

Discussion Question

— Why do you think smoking rates have 
been steadily decreasing over the past 
60 years?

— Do these proportions match with your 
personal experience?
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Session 5   
Being happy – my  
favourite things
Process

1  Brainstorm a list of things students 
enjoy, and discuss why they enjoy 
them.

2  Complete the ‘My favourite things’ 
worksheet on Page 28.

3  Form students into groups. Ask 
some of the groups to create a list 
of indicators or signs that help them 
to know when they are enjoying 
themselves. Ask the remainder of the 
groups to create a list of warning signs 
that help them to know when they are 
not enjoying themselves. 

Discussion questions

— How do you know if you enjoy 
something (for example, feelings, 
positive thoughts, recognition)?

— How does smoking interfere with 
things that can be enjoyed?

Purpose

To think about what 
students most enjoy doing.

Most people become 
smokers against their own 
intentions. They experiment 
with smoking for many 
reasons and they become 
dependent on nicotine.
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Session 5 worksheet    
My favourite things 

Answer the following questions.  There is no need to place your name on the questionnaire.

1  Write down something you enjoy doing.

2  Why do you enjoy doing it?

3  Describe some of your thoughts and feelings when you are enjoying yourself.

4  How do you think and feel when you are not enjoying yourself?
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Session 6   
What do parents think?

Process

1 Ask each student to conduct the 
‘Happiness survey’ on Page 30 with a 
parent or adult.

2 As a class collate results on the board.

3 Divide the students into groups and 
ask them to design posters with the 
following two themes:

— 10 tips to being happy

— 10 ways to avoid being unhappy.

Discussion questions

— What are the benefits of smoking?

— What are the problems with smoking?

— What is it about smoking that might 
make people happy or unhappy?

— If smoking makes someone happy, 
what are some other ways he or she 
could be happy without smoking?

 Note: Refer to answers from question 3 
and 4 on Page 30.

Purpose

To consider whether 
smoking makes people 
happy or unhappy, and to 
consider the down sides to 
smoking.

To explore ways of being 
happy and avoiding being 
unhappy.
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Session 6 worksheet    
Happiness survey

Answer the following questions.  There is no need to place your name on the questionnaire.

1  What makes you happy?

2  What makes you unhappy?

3  Do you have any tips for making yourself happy?

4  Do you have any tips for avoiding being unhappy?
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Session 7   
Habits – where do they  
come from?
Process

1 Ask students to explain what is meant 
by the word ‘habit’.

2 Ask the students to complete the 
worksheets ‘Habits – where do they 
come from?’ and ‘Habits – do they 
make you happy, neutral, or unhappy’  
on Page 31 and Page 32.

Discussion questions

— Are some habits easier to learn  
than others?

— How does someone develop the  
habit of smoking?

— Why is smoking a difficult habit  
to stop?

Purpose

To examine how people 
develop habits.

To consider how habits 
affect happiness.

A habit is to do something 
as a matter of routine and 
without prior thought.
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Session 7 worksheet    
Habits – do they make you happy,  
neutral or unhappy?

Happy Neutral Unhappy

Some habits include:

— picking your nose

— eating fatty foods

— smoking cigarettes

— giving compliments

— complaining about schoolwork

— thinking before you speak

— going to bed late

— cleaning your teeth

— watching television after school

— doing your homework

— smiling 

— blaming others when things go wrong

— keeping quite when angry.

Divide the list of habits into groups:  
those that make you happy, those that 
make you unhappy, and those that are 
neutral. 

(Alternatively, brainstorm a list of 
habits that help you to be happy, and 
another list of habits that can make you 
unhappy).
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Session 7 worksheet    
Habits – where do they come from?

Think of three habits you have and then fill out the following for each of the habits.

1  What is it?

 How did you come to have this habit?

 Does your habit make you happier or healthier?

2  What is it?

 How did you come to have this habit?

 Does your habit make you happier or healthier?

3  What is it?

 How did you come to have this habit?

 Does your habit make you happier or healthier?
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Session 8   
Tricky situations – how do 
you get out of them?
Process

1 Read out the three tricky situations 
from ‘Tricky situations – how do you 
get out of them?’ worksheet on  
Page 35.

2  Ask the students to comment on: 

— What would they do?

— What things might happen, 
depending on what was decided?

3  Brainstorm difficult situations that 
have happened to students.

4  Discuss clever ways of responding to 
or avoiding the situation.

5  Break students into groups. Each 
group designs a role-play of a tricky 
situation where they are offered a 
cigarette. Their aim is to save face 
while avoiding taking the cigarette.

 Note: Role-plays should not include 
props that students put into their 
mouths to imitate smoking. 

 They may use the ‘Tricky situations’ 
worksheet and ‘Tricksters survival kit’ 
on Page 35 for ideas. (Alternatively, 
students can write stories with 
creative ideas for avoiding cigarettes 
in tricky situations.)

6  Discuss the following questions  
listed below.

Discussion questions

— Do people ever do things they don’t  
want to do?

— How do people avoid doing things  
they don’t like?

Purpose

To explore avoidance 
strategies.
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For further learning and 
teaching resources related 
to general health education, 
see the thinking processes 
and health and physical 
education website  
located at:

www.education.vic.gov.
au/studentlearning/
teachingresources/
thinkingprocesses/default.
htm

www.education.vic.gov.
au/studentlearning/
teachingresources/health/
default.htm

Session 8 worksheet    
Tricky situations – how do you get  
out of them?

Tricky situation 1

You have had a fight with your best 
friend. You have hardly spoken for days 
and you are feeling miserable. As a peace 
offering, your friend asks if you want 
to skip music practice and go to their 
house. You want to accept the peace 
offering, but you don’t want to skip 
music. What do you do?

Tricky situation 2

You are away with a friend’s family on 
holidays. Your friend’s mother is very 
proud of her pancakes. You think they 
smell like vomit. How do you get out of 
eating them?

Tricky situation 3

After training for months, at last you 
have made the team. You are very 
excited, until the captain tells you to trip 
up your opponent when they go for the 
ball. How do you respond to that?

Trickster’s survival kit
Avoid the situation

Plan ahead

Pretend you don’t understand

Say no

Make a joke

Divert attention

Stall for time

Do something outrageous

Run away

Suddenly become ill

Burst into tears

Start an argument

Ignore

Close your eyes and hope

Change the subject

Throw a wobbly

Attack!
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Session 9   
Doctor Fixit’s advice column

Process

1 Ask students to brainstorm all the 
reasons why people experiment  
with smoking.

2 Ask the students to think up another 
way  (that does not involve smoking) 
for achieving the aim of each reason.

3 Ask students to complete the ‘Doctor 
Fixit’s advice column – what should 
they do?’ worksheet on Page 38.

4 Ask the students to share their 
answers with the rest of the class.

5 Discuss the questions listed below.

6 Role-play option: see ‘Dr Fixit’s advice 
column – What should I do? worksheet 
on Page 38

Discussion questions

— Why might people experiment with 
cigarettes?

— Are there better ways of achieving 
these same aims without smoking?

Purpose

To encourage students to 
think about the different 
motivations for smoking.
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Session 9 worksheet    
Doctor Fixit’s advice column – what 
should they do?

1  Fashionable Felicity
 ‘I think smoking helps me to 

look very sophisticated, just 
like my older sister and her 
friends. It also helps me to stop 
eating too much, so I can keep 
my weight down.’

2  Rebellious Rene
 ‘I’m a rebel. I like to smoke 

to show everybody that I’m a 
tough guy who likes to be dif-
ferent.’

3  Painful parents
 ‘My parents have really been 

getting on my nerves. So to get 
them back, I get on their nerves 
by smoking cigarettes.’

4  Trembling Trevor
 ‘I find that smoking helps me to 

calm my nerves. It also helps 
me to feel better when my wor-
ries start to get to me.’

5  Choking Charlie
 ‘My best friend is older than me 

and he smokes. When I am at 
his house his bedroom is thick 
with smoke. I think I may as 
well share a cigarette with him, 
since I am breathing in that 
much smoke anyway’

Doctor Fixit’s advice

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 
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Session 9 worksheet (cont.)    
Doctor Fixit’s advice column – what 
should they do?

Role–play

1  Divide class into groups of 3.
a =  caller, with one of the prepared scenarios.
b =  scribe, who documents the conversation between Dr Fixit and caller.
c =  Dr Fixit, who refers to the prepared advice (from previous activity on Page 37) and  

assists the caller.

2  Role-play begins – if available use props for phone, doctor and characters.
Ring ring.
(c)  Doctor Fixit  picks up the phone ‘Hello, Doctor Fixit advice line how may I  

help you?’
(a)   Caller ‘I’m ’ (reads out name and details from 

scenario, e.g. Fashionable Felicity’ from previous activity on Page 37)
(b)   Scribe uses the table provided on ‘Dr Fixit - telephone advice’ worksheet on Page 

39 to capture as much of the dialogue as possible, focusing on the reasons given 
for smoking from caller and reasons given not to smoke from Doctor Fixit.

  
Give a time limit – between two to three minutes maximum.

3  In groups, use the scribe information to identify advice that may have been missed.  
Redo the role-play considering all the available advice.

4  As appropriate, ask students to change roles and scenarios to ensure that everyone has 
a turn at being Doctor Fixit.

 Note: handouts from session 10 may also assist students in giving appropriate advice.

 Discussion questions

 Why might people experiment with cigarettes?

 

 Are there better ways of achieving these same aims without smoking?



Scenario

Caller – reasons for smoking Doctor Fixit – advice given
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Session 9 worksheet    
Doctor Fixit’s telephone advice
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Session 10   
Class project – be smart,  
don’t start
Process

1 Discuss the questions listed below.

2 Inform the students they are designing 
a health campaign aimed at stopping 
young people from smoking cigarettes.

3 Using the knowledge they have 
acquired over this unit of work, design 
a poster, mural, Power Point display or 
website titled ‘Be Smart, Don’t Start’ 
to display around the classroom. 

4 Promote the campaign to other 
students and parents.

Discussion questions

—Do most people experiment with 
cigarettes?

— How can you ensure you do not 
become dependent on cigarettes?

Purpose

To encourage students 
to make a commitment 
not to smoke.
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Session 10 worksheet    
Design a health campaign – be smart, 
don’t start

Using the knowledge you have acquired over this unit 
of work design a poster, mural, PowerPoint display or 
website titled ‘Be Smart, Don’t Start.’

Promote the campaign to other students and parents.
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Years 7 to 9 lesson materials

Session 1:   What’s your attitude to smoking? 43

Session 2:   Who smokes? 45

Session 3:  Why smoke? 47

Session 4:  Nicotine – the invisible trap 51

Session 5:  Skills and habits  53

Session 6:  Lifestyle and smoking  55

Session 7:  Dependence – how do you know? 58

Session 8:  Playing smart 61

Session 9: Try getting out of this one! 64

Session 10:  Doctor Who? 66
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Session 1   
What’s your attitude to 
smoking?
Process

1 From the CD provided, show some of 
the advertisements about smoking.

2  Discuss the attitudes being presented 
in the advertisements.

— What do the actors look like?

— What image is the advertisement 
presenting about smoking?

— What kind of message is the 
advertisement conveying about 
cigarettes?

3 Hand out the ‘Smoker’s risk rating 
quiz’ on Page 44.

4 Discuss the responses and the 
discussion questions listed below.

Main points

— Making a firm commitment not to 
smoke is protection against future 
smoking.

— The more opportunities a person has 
to smoke, the more likely they are to 
become a smoker.

— Experimental smoking is often an 
impulsive act.

Discussion questions

— Do young people sometimes change 
their attitudes to smoking as they get 
older?

— Do many people have their first few 
cigarettes without thinking about it?

Purpose

To introduce the topic of 
cigarette smoking.

To share attitudes to 
smoking.

Answers to smoker’s risk  
rating quiz

1 If you mainly answered no in quiz 1, 
you have an attitude that helps protect 
you from becoming dependent on 
cigarettes.

2 If you gave ratings of mainly one 
or two in quiz 2, you also have an 
attitude that helps protect you against 
becoming dependent on cigarettes.

Note: It is worth remembering that most 
young people become dependent on 
tobacco against their better intentions. 
This is because the nicotine in tobacco is 
highly addictive. So take heed, in spite 
of your great attitude, do not get tricked 
into becoming a smoker by having a few 
smokes just to fit in with friends.

3 If you gave a mixture of answers in 
quiz 2 or were mainly undecided, you 
are vulnerable to becoming a smoker.

Note: Research suggests that young 
people who are ambiguous in their 
attitudes to tobacco are more likely to 
become regular smokers than those who 
have clear non-smoking attitudes. It is 
worth examining the issue of tobacco 
more closely and coming to more definite 
views.

4 If you mainly gave yes answers in quiz 
1, you are vulnerable to experimenting 
or being a regular smoker. 

5 If you rated fours or fives for your 
answers in quiz 2, you are also 
vulnerable to experimenting or 
becoming a smoker.

Note: Be aware that most people who 
become smokers never actually intended 
to do so. They just gave smoking a try 
and, before they realised it, they had 
begun to develop dependence. Nicotine 
is highly addictive. Before experimenting 
with tobacco, it is worth finding out as 
much as you can about tobacco smoking. 
It is important to be aware of the end 
results of your decision.

If you are concerned about smoking, talk to a teacher you trust  
or visit the Quit website: www.quit.org.au



Session 1 worksheet    
Smoker’s risk rating quiz

Quiz

Quiz

1  This quiz is intended to be confidential. You do not need to write your name on it. It is to 
help you think about whether you are at risk of becoming a regular smoker of cigarettes. 
You may keep it after you have filled it out.

2 Circle the answer that most reflects your opinion. Answers 1 and 5 indicate you totally 
agree with the thought at either end of the scale. Answers 2 and 4 indicate you agree with 
the closest answer, but not totally. Answer 3 indicates you neither agree nor disagree.

 What do you think when you see someone smoking?

  Stupid     1  2  3  4  5    Cool
 How do you feel when you think about smoking?

  Disgusted              1  2  3  4  5  Excited

Do you associate smoking with...

  Poor health?  1  2  3  4  5   Good times?

Response Tick for yes Cross for no

Do your parent(s) smoke?

Do your friends smoke?

Do you belong to a club where you are permitted to smoke?

Do you like the smell of smoke?
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Session 2   
Who smokes?

Preparation

— Photocopy the ‘Who smokes?’ 
worksheet on Page 46.

— Provide a dice for each group.

Process

Activity one

1 Write the following list on the board (or 
similar):

— a national sporting identity

— a famous actress

— a buddhist monk

— a musician

— a year nine student who often 
truants

— a doctor.

2 Ask students which person is the most 
likely to smoke cigarettes? (Rate them 
from one to six).

3 Discuss why some people might be 
more likely to smoke than others.

Activity two

1 Form students into groups.

2 Hand out the ‘Who smokes?’ 
worksheet.

3 Provide a dice to each group.

4 Instruct students to roll the dice eight 
times on the ‘Who smokes?’ chart, 
once for each line.

5 Ask them to circle the corresponding 
box each time they roll the dice, 
moving down the worksheet with each 
new throw. For example, if a group 
rolls one, three and four (and so on), 
they would circle:

—  male

—  14 years old

—  depression (and so on).

Purpose

To encourage students to 
reflect on who smokes.

To encourage students to 
consider whether smoking 
is normal behaviour.

6 When a box is circled on each line, ask 
each group to complete the profile 
items below the ‘Who smokes?’ chart.

7 Ask the students to report back to the 
class, describing their person’s profile, 
their smoking and non-smoking 
indicators, and the rating of how likely 
they are to take up smoking.

Main points

Average smoking rates across the adult 
population in Australia have fallen to 
about 22 per cent.

Immediately post World War Two, 
approximately 70 per cent of the adult 
male population smoked.

Discussion questions

— What factors might increase the risk of 
becoming a smoker?

— What factors might decrease the risk 
of becoming a smoker?

— What proportion of students smoke at 
school?

— Does being male or female make a 
difference to whether a person may 
smoke? Why/Why not?

Note: Use Page 6 ‘Risk and Protective 
Factors’ as background reading.
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Session 2 worksheet    
Who smokes?

1 2 3 4 5 6

Gender Male Female Male Female Male Female

Age 10 years old 12 years old 14 years old 15 years old 16 years old 18 years old

Diagnosis Asthma Insomnia Skin problems Depression Stressed Weight 
problems

Diet Eats a well 
balanced diet 

Large 
breakfast, 
sometimes 
skips lunch 

Big meat eater, 
avoids fruit 

and vegetables 

Is a committed 
vegetarian 

Varies with 
moods 

Junk food 
addict

Exercise Everyday Only 
incidentally

Interferes with 
their hair style 

Belongs to a 
team, trains 
twice a week 

Plays a lot of 
sport 

Enjoys walking

Relationships Popular, makes 
people laugh 

Gets picked on 
a lot 

Best friend is a 
budgie 

One close 
friend

Hangs out with 
older group

Lots of 
different 
friends

Circumstances Homeless Lives with drug 
users 

Loving family Strictly 
religious 

Parents are 
heavy smokers

Wealthy family

Habits Television 
fanatic

Computer 
whizz 

Often goes to 
nightclubs

Hangs out at 
shopping malls

Keen on 
outdoor sports

Chronic truant 
from school

Profile Smoking indicators Non-smoking indicators Don’t know

Table– Who smokes?

Profile – write down the profile of your person

Given this profile, rate from 1–10 how likely the person is to be a smoker.

Very unlikely to be a smoker    1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10      Very likely to smoke
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Session 3   
Why smoke?

Preparation

— Prepare statements and cut into cards.

— Prepare ‘Most Important’ and ‘Least 
Important’ signs.

Process

Activity one

1 Ask the students to stand up and form 
the shape of a horse-shoe.

2 Place the Most Important sign at one 
end of the horse-shoe and the Least 
Important sign at the other end.

3 Hand out a statement card to each 
student. (If there are more students 
than cards, double up into pairs).

Taking turns, ask each student to place 
their card according to how important 
they rate it in deciding why a young 
person might smoke. When they place 
their card, they must give a reason for 
the placement.

After each student gives his or her 
reason, invite other students to 
comment.

Activity two

1 As a class, design a survey to 
discover why rates of smoking have 
dramatically declined since World War 
Two. 

2 Ask students to ask their parents:

— Why did so many people smoke in 
the 1950s?

— Why have rates of smoking steadily 
declined since?

3 Discuss the answers after the parents 
have been interviewed and the surveys 
completed. 

Purpose

To encourage students to 
consider why the young 
people they know might 
smoke.

To encourage students to 
think about why people do 
not smoke.

Statements include:

— he doesn’t know about the harms

— she thinks the harms are exaggerated

— he thinks cigarettes are stupid

— her family and friends smoke

— his family thinks smoking is OK

— her friends think smoking is cool

— he has lots of opportunities to smoke

— she thinks smoking is a fashion 
statement

— he wants to fit in

— smoking improves her self-esteem

— he wants to be a rebel

— she wants to annoy adults

— smoking relieves his stress

— she feels depressed

— he is dependent

— she thinks it beats eating.

Discussion questions

— Why do you believe rates of smoking 
are steadily declining among the adult 
population?

— Why don’t most people smoke?
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Most important

Least important

He doesn’t know about the harms

She thinks the harms are exaggerated

He thinks cigarettes are stupid

Her family and friends smoke
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His family thinks smoking is OK

Her friends think smoking is cool

He has lots of opportunities to smoke

She thinks smoking is a  
fashion statement

He wants to fit in

Smoking improves her self-esteem
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He wants to be a rebel

She wants to annoy adults

Smoking relieves his stress

She feels depressed

He is dependent

She thinks it beats eating
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Session 4   
Nicotine the invisible trap

Dependence and tolerance

Dependence occurs when a person is 
reliant on someone or something. Drug 
addiction is a form of dependence. 
The word dependence is used in these 
materials in preference to addiction since 
the former is considered less attractive 
to young people as a label.

Tolerance occurs when changes in the 
body build a resistance to the effects of 
a drug. In the case of drug tolerance, a 
person with a higher tolerance of a drug 
requires more of it to satisfy their need 
and if they cease using the drug they 
suffer physical withdrawal.

Process

1 Ask students to complete the  
‘Tobacco and nicotine quiz’  
worksheet on Page 52.

2  Discuss the answers.

3 Discuss the questions listed.

Answers to the ‘Tobacco and 
nicotine quiz’

1 True. Inhaling nicotine is a highly 
efficient way of getting nicotine to  
the brain as quickly as possible.

2 True. Nicotine is the physically 
addictive substance in cigarettes.

3 False. Most people become regular 
smokers against their intentions.  
Often they are dependent on  
nicotine before they realise.

Purpose

To inform students about 
nicotine and its highly 
addictive attributes.

4 True. Chemical changes take place in 
your brain whenever cigarette smoke 
is inhaled. 

5  False. Each time you smoke a 
cigarette, chemical changes 
occur in your brain that make you 
more sensitive to nicotine, and 
consequently, more physically 
dependent on nicotine.

6  True. You can become very quickly 
dependent on nicotine.

7 True. When your body is still 
developing there is evidence to 
suggest you become more rapidly 
dependent on nicotine.

8 True. Smoking has been linked to all 
of these diseases.

9 True. Smoking is responsible for 
more than 90 per cent of drug-related 
deaths. However, unlike many other 
drugs, it usually takes a long time to 
kill a person.

10 False. Passive smoking has been 
linked to many serious illnesses.

Discussion questions

— What is dependence?

— Is dependence the same as tolerance?

— Why do most smokers become 
dependent on cigarettes against  
their wish?

— Why are cigarettes the perfect vehicle  
for delivering nicotine to the brain?
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Session 4 worksheet    
Tobacco and nicotine quiz

  True  False

1  A cigarette is a vehicle for rapidly delivering nicotine to the brain.

2  Smokers are dependent on nicotine; they are not dependent on cigarettes.

3  Most people become regular smokers because they decide to.

4  Each time you smoke a cigarette; chemical changes are taking 
place in your brain.

5  Each time you smoke a cigarette; you become less sensitive to nicotine.

6  You are dependent on nicotine within the first 100 cigarettes.

7  The younger you are, the more rapidly you become dependent on nicotine.

8  Smoking may cause health problems including cancer, emphysema, 
bronchitis, halitosis(bad breath) heart disease, vascular disease.

9  Tobacco is responsible for more deaths than any other drug.

10 Tobacco only harms smokers.

This sheet may be photocopied and distributed to students and parents, or made available in school libraries, welfare 
offices and so on. Answers on Page 51.
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Session 5   
Skills and habits

Definitions

A skill is the ability to do something 
well. A habit is something usually done 
as a matter of routine and without prior 
thought.

Process

1 Ask students to think about all of the 
habits they have or skills they can 
do without thinking. For example, 
breathing, riding a bike, walking, 
laughing, drawing, eating, playing 
music, talking, and so on.

2 Make two lists, natural skills and 
habits, and practiced skills and habits. 

3 Ask students to fill in the ‘I’m good 
because I practice’ worksheet on  
Page 54.

4 Ask students to report back to the 
class.

5 Discuss the questions listed.

Discussion questions

— What is the difference between a skill 
and a habit?

— Do you think smoking is a skill or a 
habit?

— Why is it more difficult to stop the 
longer a person smokes?

Purpose

To consider how people 
develop skills and habits.
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Session 5 worksheet    
I’m good because I practice

Fill in the table.  In the yes column, list those skills and habits you would like to develop.  In the no column, 
list those skills and habits you would like to avoid. Examples: riding a bike, running long distances, throwing 
tantrums, playing a sport, laughing, playing music, eating, writing, controlling temper, smoking, waking up 
early, being tolerant.

1  What is the most difficult skill you have learned?

2  How much practice did you need?

3  What helped you to learn this skill?

4  What skills have you learned that you most enjoy? (Explain why).

Yes No
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Session 6   
Lifestyle and smoking

Process

1 Discuss the questions listed below.

2 Break students into groups.

3  Distribute the ‘What if? – a smoker’s 
profile game’ and ‘Quality of life’ 
worksheets.

4  Instruct groups to roll their dice six 
times, once for each category on the 
‘What if?’ worksheet.

5  Ask the students to record their  
results on the two worksheets.

6  Ask students to report back to  
the class.

Discussion questions

— What is meant by the term quality  
of life?

— What things improve or detract from 
the quality of life?

— How would smoking affect someone’s 
quality of life?

Purpose

Photocopy the ‘What if? - 
Smoker’s Profile Game’ and 
‘Quality of life’ worksheets 
on Page 56 and Page 57.

Provide dice (one per 
group).
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Session 6 worksheet    
What if? – a smoker’s profile game

1 2 3 4 5 6

What if this 
person begins 
to smoke?

The rare 
cigarette 

Occasionally in 
social situations

Occasionally, but 
with increasing 

frequency 

One or two a day Five to ten a day A packet a day

Age 10 years old 12 years old 14 years old 15 years old 16 years old 18 years old

Family Homeless A parent has 
terminal cancer

Parents very 
strict and anti-

smoking

Older sister 
smokes, parents 

suffer asthma

Father is a 
member of a 
bikie gang

Mother has high 
expectations

Friends Enjoys partying Best friend has 
no interest in 

smoking 

Many play sport, 
most are non-

smoking

Some are 
experimenting, 

others think 
smoking is 

harmful 

Like to be 
rebellious 

Like hanging  
out in the mall

School Likes it some 
days, other days 

not

Truants often Wants to 
succeed

Enjoys a good 
relationship with 

most teachers 

Wants to leave 
as soon as 
possible 

Wants to be 
school captain

Relationships Popular, makes 
people laugh 

Gets picked on 
a lot 

Best friend is a 
budgie 

One close friend Hangs out with 
older group

Lots of different 
friends

Personal 
considerations

Has a new crush 
who thinks 

smoking stinks

Loves going to 
the football

Has a great 
part-time job at a 

hospital

Gets asthma and 
bronchitis

Is the type that 
nobody notices

Wants to be 
Santa Claus 
when older

  Minimal      1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10      Maximum

1  How much does your person smoke?

2  Describe the person’s profile.

3  Using the ‘quality of life’ worksheet circle the level of effect that you think smoking will have 
on the person’s life. Put a circle on each line that corresponds with a different aspect of the 
person’s life.

4  Rate the overall impact smoking is likely to have on this person’s life.

5  Give the reasons for your rating.
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Session 6 worksheet    
Quality of life

Life quality

Circle a rating next to each category to show how much smoking might affect that 
quality of life category. For example, if the person from the smoker’s profile game 
is 10 years old and gets asthma and bronchitis, rate smoking as having a harmful 
effect (1 or 2) in the personal considerations category.

When you have circled all of the categories, complete questions four and five on the 
‘Smoker’s profile game’ worksheet on Page 56.

    Harmful                       Beneficial

Personal considerations

Hint - does smoking cause a person 
to take more breaks at work? Does 
smoking reduce fitness or harm health?

1 2 3 4 5
Friends

Hint - does smoking interfere with 
friendships and good places to hang out 
etc?

1 2 3 4 5
Family

Hint - does smoking cause conflict with 
parents, or stop families from doing 
things together?

1 2 3 4 5
School

Hint - does smoking affect student’s 
attendance or relationships with 
teachers?

1 2 3 4 5
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Session 7   
Dependence – how do  
you know?
Dependence indicator test

It is important to explain to students 
that the dependence indicator test 
is an informal test that is designed 
to help young people think about 
nicotine dependence. It is not a clinical 
test. If young people require a clinical 
assessment of their (or someone else’s) 
dependence they should consult a 
professional.

Process

1  Ask students to read ‘Party time’ on 
Page 59.

2  Using the ‘Dependence indicator test’ 
on Page 60, ask students to rate out of 
five, each character according to how 
dependent they believe they are on 
nicotine. One equals no dependence 
and five equals very dependent.   

Students should calculate this rating 
by working through the information 
from ‘Party time’ and the ‘Dependence 
indicator test’ worksheets. Ask students 
to provide evidence for their answers.

3  Discuss ratings as a class.

4  Discuss the questions listed below.

Main points

— As soon as a person begins 
experimenting with tobacco, chemical 
changes begin occurring in the brain 
that makes the person sensitive to 
nicotine.

— Physical dependence on nicotine 
occurs prior to smoking 100 cigarettes.

Purpose

To explore the process of 
developing dependence.

Discussion questions

— Do people become dependent on 
cigarettes rapidly or gradually?

— Why do most people become 
dependent on cigarettes against their 
own intentions?

— How do people determine whether 
they are becoming dependent on 
cigarettes?

Answers

Question 1 

If a person smokes daily, they are 
dependent on the nicotine in cigarettes. 
To stop smoking they will probably 
need assistance from a health care 
professional. A health care professional 
will help them to prepare and to make  
a plan.

If a person answered weekly or monthly, 
changes are taking place in their brain 
that are making them increasingly 
dependent on nicotine. They are also 
developing a habitual behaviour. The 
longer they continue to smoke, the more 
difficult it will become to stop.

If a person answered rarely, they have 
avoided becoming dependent on 
nicotine. This has helped them avoid the 
deadliest drug habit of all. Most people 
become dependent on nicotine against 
their intentions. Nicotine is highly 
addictive.

Questions 2, 3, 4 and 5

If a person answered 4 or 5 to any of 
these questions, it is highly likely  
they are becoming dependent on 
nicotine. 
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Harry and his friends Mitsu, Dom and 
Mia liked being together and recently 
they had begun smoking cigarettes. 
Harry smoked more often than the 
others, but Mia often joined in with him. 
They were all convinced they could stop 
whenever they wanted. They didn’t feel 
any different than before they had ever 
tried smoking, and sometimes went for 
days without having a cigarette.

One weekend they were going to a party 
Harry suggested they buy a packet of 
cigarettes and everyone agreed. Harry 
got his older sister to purchase them 
from the supermarket. The party was in 
a backyard where a marquee had been 
erected. 

Session 7 worksheet    
Party time

don’t want to walk in the dark streets 
alone.’ She stormed off, saying she’d 
find someone else who might have a 
cigarette. 

Later, Harry spotted that she’d 
succeeded in getting a smoke. He left 
the girl for a moment and sidled over 
and asked for a puff.

Mitsu let him, but asked if he wanted 
to go and get the packet from the car 
now. ‘No way, still busy.’ He motioned 
over to the girl he’d just been speaking 
with. Meanwhile, Dom had been given 
a cigarette by the boy she was talking 
to. She said she enjoyed smoking most 
when she was having a good time. 

On the dance floor, Mia was still 
dancing with a group, and was relieved 
to be smoke free.

Mitsu and Mia soon started dancing and 
Dom edged over to a boy and started 
to chat with him. Harry walked around 
flexing his pecs for a while until a girl 
noticed him. He started chatting to her.

Mitsu came over and interrupted them. 
‘Harry, quick, a smoke.’ Harry searched 
his pockets, his heartbeat racing. ‘Oh 
hell, I must have left them in the car.’ 

‘What!’ Mitsu went ballistic. ‘Harry, I’m 
hanging out!’ Harry thought about it 
for a minute. He looked at the girl he 
was talking to, and then looked back 
at Mitsu. ‘Can’t you just get one from 
someone else?’

‘You’re hopeless,’ she said. ‘I’d go 
out there and get them myself, but I 
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 Circle the answer that most reflects your opinion. Answers 1 and 5 indicate you totally 
agree with the thought at either end of the scale. Answers 2 and 4 indicate you agree with 
the closest answer, but not totally. Answer 3 indicates you neither agree nor disagree.

2 Does the person smoke alone?

  Never      1   2   3  4  5    Often

3 When the person thinks of a cigarette, does he or she...?

  Forget about it?    1   2   3  4  5  Light up at the first opportunity?

4 Does not having a cigarette make the person...

  Feel relaxed?   1   2   3  4  5   Feel agitated?

5 If the person is at a party and forgets the cigarettes, does he or she...?

  Go without?   1   2  Borrow a few?  3      4      5   Leave to go get some?

Character’s ratings: Complete this table for each character using information from the 
scenario ‘party time’ on Page 59 and the dependence indicator test above. An overall 
rating of one equals no dependence, 5 indicates very dependent.

 
0 1 2 3 4 5

Harry

Mia

Mitsu

Dom

Session 7 worksheet    
Dependence indicator test

1 How much does each character smoke? Circle the correct answer:

 
Harry Daily Weekly Monthly Rarely

Mia Daily Weekly Monthly Rarely

Mitsu Daily Weekly Monthly Rarely

Dom Daily Weekly Monthly Rarely
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Session 8   
Playing smart

Process

1 Read ‘Dog bait!’ On Page 62.

2 Discuss the questions listed below.

3 Complete the ‘Tricky situations – 
planning ahead’ worksheet.

4 Students to report back to class and 
discuss.

Discussion questions

— Why did Dino decide to be careful?

— What did Dino do to be careful?

— What does this story have to do with 
smoking?

— Does anyone ever look out for warning 
signs before deciding what to do?

Purpose

To encourage students 
to plan ahead for tricky 
situations.
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Session 8 worksheet    
Dog bait !

Dino the dog was trotting down the 
road when he noticed a bone. A big 
fresh and juicy bone. A bone that 
would last all day long! Dino stopped. 
He had an urge to fetch the bone. 
Immediately!

But there was a fence between Dino 
and the big, beautiful dinner of his 
dreams. Dino began to salivate. Long 
and slimy globs dripped from the 
corners of his mouth. In Dino’s younger 
days, he would have jumped the fence 
without a second thought.

But Dino was getting older and wiser. 
He liked to check out the scenery 
before diving head long into trouble. 
A big and beautiful bone like this one 
had not been placed in the middle of a 
yard behind a fence, because someone 
wanted Dino to have it.

Could there be another reason? That’s 
when Dino saw the cat lying on the porch 
and looking at Dino, hardly concealing 
its smile.

Hmmm, thought Dino, what are you 
smiling at? It was a warning sign if ever 
he’d seen one.

That’s when he saw the doggggggg! 
Crouched behind the fence, no more 
than a metre from Dino’s nose. A huge, 
beastly, dog. In fact, you could hardly 
call it a dog. It was a monster.

Dino’s nose jerked back from the fence. 
He was off, flat stick down the road. He 
didn’t look back until the next day!

The penny had dropped! The light had 
come on! That was not a bone, that  
was bait!

So Dino put his paws up onto the fence 
and had a peak around. It all seemed 
pretty quiet. He surveyed the yard where 
he saw a shed with its door ajar. That 
told him that somebody was possibly 
inside. But not a huge problem. If he 
jumped the fence, sprinted to the bone, 
picked it up and bolted, whoever was 
in the shed would have to move pretty 
quickly to stop him.

So he kept looking. Next he noticed the 
side gate with a sign on it, ‘Beware of the 
Dog’. 

That’s not telling me anything, thought 
Dino. Of course there was a dog. That’s 
why there was a bone in the first place. 
The dog was also either very spoiled or 
very stupid. Otherwise, it wouldn’t leave 
such a juicy bone in the middle of the 
front yard.
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Session 8 worksheet    
Tricky situations – planning ahead

1  Have you ever been in a tricky situation you could have avoided?  Describe what happened.

2  How could you have predicted the tricky situation?

3  What could you have done to protect yourself (for example, take precautions, avoid, prepare)? 

 You be the prophet. Read these scenarios and predict what might happen.

1  Joe asks Oman if he wants to skip class. The regular teacher is away and replacements never 
know if students are missing. They can go back to Joe’s house where nobody will be home 
apart from his older brother.

2  Mini has never been able to stick to a diet until she started having a cigarette. She plans to 
smoke until she has taken off enough weight. Then she will stop smoking.

3  You catch a bus home from school. Many of the older students smoke cigarettes while 
waiting for the bus. Some of the younger students who are your age are also beginning to  
try the odd cigarette. You have never been that interested, but what if everybody who is  
waiting for the bus begins to smoke. You don’t want to be the odd one out and surely one  
or two cigarettes can’t hurt. 
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Session 9   
Try getting out of this one!

Process

1  Divide students into groups.

2 Use the scenarios on Page 65 and 
distribute to each group. 

3  Ask each group to:

— describe why the characters might 
feel some pressure to have a 
cigarette.

— think of all the arguments for and 
against having a cigarette.

4  Each group describes what they  
would do in pressure situations.

5  Distribute the ‘Trickster’s Survival Kit’ 
worksheet on Page 65 and ask the 
groups to discuss these as techniques 
for surviving tricky situations.

6  In classes where students have 
experience with drama skills and 
role-play, students can act out the 
situations. Appoint a decision-maker. 
They sit on a chair listening to the 
arguments. Depending on the size of 
the groups, one or two players on each 
side take turns in trying to convince the 
decision-maker to have a cigarette or 

Purpose

To explore smoking 
situations.

To discuss refusal 
strategies

to refuse a cigarette. At the end of each 
role-play, ask the decision-makers 
how they felt. Debrief the players, 
reminding the class everybody was 
acting.

Note: Role-plays should not include 
props that students put into their mouths 
to imitate smoking.

7  If there is sufficient time, each group 
could create a role-play where they 
have great difficulty getting out of 
a tricky situation. The class could 
give ratings from 1–10 for the most 
inventive methods of getting out of 
tricky situations.

8  Ask students to develop their own 
‘Trickster’s survival kit’.

Discussion questions

— Why do people sometimes get  
pressured into doing things they would 
rather not do?

— What are some of the best ways to get 
out of tricky situations?



Session 9 worksheet    
Trickster’s survival kit

Tricky situation 1

Zed is about to get picked on when 
Martin saves him. Zed is feeling very 
relieved when Martin offers him a 
cigarette.

Tricky situation 2

All Martina’s friends hang out in the 
shopping mall.  Smoking is the thing  
to do.

Tricky situation 3

Donna and Ayre are having a huge fight.  
Donna holds out a cigarette as a peace 
offering.

Tricky situation 4

Chad wants to annoy his Dad and his dad 
hates smoking!

Tricky situation 5

Angelina thinks Ivka looks really cool 
when she smokes.  Angelina wants to 
look cool as well.

Trickster’s survival kit
Avoid the situation

Plan ahead

Pretend you don’t understand

Say no

Make a joke

Divert attention

Stall for time

Do something outrageous

Run away

Suddenly become ill

Burst into tears

Start an argument

Ignore

Close your eyes and hope

Change the subject

Throw a wobbly

Attack!
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Session 10   
Doctor Who?

Process

Organise students into working groups 
to enact the ‘Doctor Who?’ role-play. 

Doctor Who? Role-play

You are a team of highly skilled medical 
experts. The following patients want 
your assistance to help them to 
change their cigarette smoking habits. 
Working as a team, help your patients 
to plan their quitting strategy. Use the 
worksheets and the information sheets 
on Pages 67 to 72 to assist you.

Note: Role-plays should not include 
props that students put into their mouths 
to imitate smoking.

1 Lottie

 Lottie is self-conscious about her 
increasing weight. Some of her friends 
tell her that smoking will kill her 
appetite. 

2 Errol

 Smoking helps Errol to concentrate 
when doing homework.

3  Cheryl 

 Cheryl is feeling miserable. Cigarettes 
make her feel better.

4  Kassim 

 Kassim is unbelievably jealous of his 
older brother. Smoking makes him feel 
better. He knows it harms his health, 
but he doesn’t care.

Purpose

To learn smoking cessation 
strategies.
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Session 10 worksheet    
Quit plan

Assessment 1

Why is your patient smoking?

Assessment 2

List the problems related to quitting.

Assessment 3

What are some ways of overcoming these problems?

Assessment 4

List the benefits to quitting? (Financial, health, lifestyle etc.)

Expert plan 1

Tips for giving up smoking. (See handout no. 1 – Quitting your smoking).

Expert plan 2

What to avoid. (See handout no. 2 – Planning ahead and staying motivated).

Expert plan 3

Ideas for taking the patient’s mind off the cravings. (See handout no. 3 – Reducing the risks when attempting to quit. 
Advice for students).

Expert plan 4

What does your patient do if they have a slip-up? (See handout no.2).

Expert plan 5

Ways that can be recommended to the patient to stay motivated to quit. (See handout no.2).
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Session 10 handout no.1    
Tip sheet – quitting your smoking

Remember, it takes courage 
to quit smoking. Most 
people have to try quitting 
more than once. If you slip, 
do not lose hope. Do not let 
yourself off the hook. 

Keep trying and you will 
succeed!

Seek help from someone you 
can rely on.

Speak to a doctor.

Changing your view of tobacco

Reframe or change your thoughts 
about tobacco. Think about the damage 
tobacco is doing. Think about the tar in 
your lungs. Think about the diseases 
you may get. Think about how tobacco 
makes you sound when you cough. 
Think about stained teeth. Think about 
how your breath smells. Think about 
the inconvenience smoking causes 
you. Think about how you are being 
controlled by a drug. Think: ‘I am not 
going to smoke!’

When you stop smoking

— After 12 hours almost all of the 
nicotine is out of your system.

— After 24 hours the level of carbon 
monoxide in your blood has dropped 
dramatically, you now have more 
oxygen in your bloodstream.

— Within days your sense of taste and 
smell improves.

— After 5 days most nicotine by-products 
have gone.

— Within a month your blood pressure 
returns to its normal level and your 
immune system begins to show signs 
of recovery.

— Within two months your lungs will no 
longer be producing extra phlegm 
caused by smoking.

— After 12 months your increased risk of 
dying from heart disease is half that of 
a continuing smoker.

— After 10 years of stopping smoking 
your risk of lung cancer is less than 
half that of a continuing smoker and 
continues to decline (provided the 
disease is not already present).

— After 15 years your risk of heart attack 
and stroke is almost the same as that 
of a person who has never smoked.

Planning ahead

— Get rid of all your cigarettes.

— Change your routine. Avoid those 
things you associate with smoking.

— Drink loads of water and eat plenty of 
healthy food.

— Whenever you get the urge, go for 
a run or do some exercise, count to 
twenty, meditate, go for a swim, have 
a glass of water, or whatever it takes 
to ease the urge. Remember, the urge 
will pass quickly. The longer you avoid 
smoking, the less often you will find 
yourself thinking about cigarettes. 
One day, you will rarely (if ever) feel 
like a cigarette.

— Remember: a withdrawal symptom is 
a sign that you are getting better.

— Avoid all smoking situations. change 
your routine.

— Avoid everything you associate with 
smoking.

— Make a plan to help you keep to your 
decision to quit. You may decide to do 
this by yourself or you may wish to talk 
to those who are supporting you not to 
smoke.

— Inform your friends you do not want to 
smoke. Make a deal with your smoking 
friends not to offer you cigarettes or 
smoke around you. You might explain 
to them why you need to do this. They 
might even try to help. If they are good 
friends, they will understand.

— If necessary, ask your teachers to 
withdraw you from situations of high-
risk for smoking to save face.

— If things get difficult, talk to someone 
about it. Keep meeting with your 
support teacher or other support 
people.

— Give yourself rewards for sticking with 
your decision to quit.

— Don’t look for excuses to smoke.

— Take one day at a time.

— Whatever happens, don’t give up. Quit 
smoking - don’t quit your decision to 
quit.

— Be positive. You can do it.

Personal help

For information and assistance 
to stop smoking, speak with 
a medical practitioner or 
pharmacist, or contact a trained 
counsellor at:

Quitline 13 7848  
Parentline 132 289 

24 hour advice and referral 
Directline 1800 888 236

24 hour assessment, counselling, 
referral and information

Information available on the 
internet: 
www.oxygen.org.au 
www.quit.org.au
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Planning ahead and staying motivated  
to quit

There are several ways of helping you 
stick with your decision to remain 
a non-smoker. Try the word ‘PANT’ 
to remind yourself. If this does not 
work for you, try inventing your own 
reminders.

PANT is an acronym for  
the four strategies that 
may help

Prepare

Avoid

Never forget

Try again

Prepare

For situations of high risk. If you are 
going to be exposed to alcohol, be aware 
that this may make it harder for you to 
remain a non-smoker. If you are going to 
a party where you will be surrounded by 
alcohol and cigarettes, prepare yourself 
well in advance. 

Avoid 

High-risk situations. If you do not want 
to smoke, and, particularly, if you have 
recently given up smoking, it may be 
wise to avoid situations where you may 
be put under pressure or may find it 
difficult to avoid smoking. Avoid known 
smoking spots. Encourage a friend to 
give up with you and together identify 
possible risk places and situations. 
Make an agreement to remind each other 
whenever necessary. 

Find enjoyable distractions such as 
playing sport, going to the movies and 
exercising. Some people find it important 
to stop going to places where they may 
feel the need to smoke. After a period 
of time, you will feel stronger, your 
resistance will be better, and the risk will 
diminish. But, even then, it is important 
to be on your guard.

Never forget

Your decision and revisit it each day, 
reminding yourself why you made it in 
the first place. In high-risk situations 
you may need to remind yourself several 
times a day.

Try again

You’ve been in a situation that has led 
to a few cigarettes, and now you feel 
disappointed in yourself. You don’t think 
you can do it. Get over it! You are human 
and everyone makes mistakes. We learn 
from our mistakes. The test for each of us 
is how we respond after we have made a 
mistake.

 
Failed to give up? Think about  
your thinking

Another helpful strategy is to think about 
your thinking. One kind of thinking can 
be clear and realistic about a situation. 
Another kind of thinking can blow 
something out of proportion and make it 
seem even worse. For example, which of 
these do you think?

‘I’ve tried really hard and 
still failed. What’s the point? 
I can’t do it’

Or

‘I’m annoyed with myself for 
smoking when I really didn’t 
want to, but that’s OK. I’ve 
learned from my mistake 
and I won’t be doing that 
again’.

Remember that breaking any habit may 
take more than one try. The famous 
author Mark Twain once said that he was 
an ‘expert on quitting smoking as he had 
done it fifty-eight times!’ While this was 
a joke, there is an element of truth in his 
words. To keep trying is very important 
whether you are a smoker, or are trying 
to remain a non-smoker. Never give up 
giving up!

Personal help

For information and assistance 
to stop smoking, speak with 
a medical practitioner or 
pharmacist, or contact a trained 
counsellor at:

Quitline 13 7848  
Parentline 132 289 

24 hour advice and referral 
Directline 1800 888 236

24 hour assessment, counselling, 
referral and information

Information available on the 
internet: 
www.oxygen.org.au 
www.quit.org.au
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Reducing the risks when attempting  
to quit: Advice for students

This tip sheet covers some 
of the common risks that 
can happen while quitting. 
By knowing about any 
possible traps beforehand, 
you can make plans that will 
prevent you from falling into 
them.

Nicotine is a reinforcing drug

People who smoke will tell you that 
cigarettes can keep them going when 
they are tired, for example, studying 
for an exam late at night. People may 
also tell you that cigarettes calm them 
down when they feel stressed or under 
pressure, for example, before an exam. 
These dual effects don’t make sense 
unless we know how nicotine works as  
a drug. 

Nicotine is classed as a stimulant, 
meaning that it speeds our bodies up 
so that our heart rate, blood pressure, 
and our body in general, works 
harder than it needs to. Under normal 
circumstances, cigarettes may wake us 
up and stimulate us. But nicotine also 
works with the body’s chemistry under 
certain circumstances to slow us down 
and make us feel relaxed. This means 
that nicotine is a very reinforcing drug 
as it may lift us when we are feeling flat 
or may relax us when we are feeling too 
stressed. So how do you handle this?

Stress 

Stress is a normal part of life. It is risky 
to use drugs whenever we feel anxious 
or worried. Relaxation exercises are easy 
to learn and your teacher, counsellor or 
doctor can help you learn these. Deep 
breathing, tightening your muscles and 
then letting them go, meditation, and 
other strategies can help us relieve 
stress without drugs. If you believe you 
are anxious, panicky or stressed most of 
the time, it is important that you discuss 
this with someone you trust, as this can 
affect your health over time. It is a good 
idea not to just use a drug whenever you 
are feeling bad, depressed or anxious.

Feeling tired 

Tiredness is also a part of life and is 
the body sending signals to rest and 
recover. Being tired makes us more 
vulnerable to smoking and using other 

drugs. Try learning to take a power nap, 
which means teaching yourself to fall 
asleep and waking up after a set time, 
say 15 minutes. You may be surprised 
how refreshed you feel after this. Again, 
if you are regularly sleeping badly (too 
much or too little), it is a good idea to 
discuss this with a parent, doctor or 
counsellor.

Feeling hungry 

Hunger is the body’s way of telling us 
we are low on fuel. This can lead to 
increased cravings in someone trying to 
give up smoking. ‘Grazing’ throughout 
the day on fruit, vegetables and nuts, 
whilst a recommended dietary habit, 
can also help ward off cravings for 
cigarettes.

Caffeine

Tea, coffee and cola contain the 
stimulant caffeine. Many smokers 
associate their cuppa with having a 
cigarette. While quitting, you may want 
to think about lowering or even stopping 
your use of tea and coffee for a while. Try 
cold drinks or caffeine-free drinks. Many 
alcoholic drinks also contain caffeine 
and these may further increase your 
desire to smoke. If you drink a lot of cola, 
tea or coffee each day, it may be a good 
idea to reduce the amount gradually over 
a couple of weeks, as withdrawals from 
caffeine can be uncomfortable.

Associations

Associations are the things one may 
link with smoking. They can differ from 
person to person, for example, some 
people may like to smoke after a meal, 
or when they are studying or following 
a period of study, at lunchtime, while 
waiting for a bus, or with a cup of coffee 
in hand. It is important to identify your 
own triggers. In this way you can be 
best prepared for when you may crave a 
cigarette.
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Tobacco information sheet – for parents 
who want smoke free children

Parents have the greatest 
influence on the attitudes 
of their children in primary 
school. Parents can help 
protect their children from 
smoking.

Other smoking facts

One out of every two smokers will 
die prematurely. Regular smokers 
have:

— approximately one in six chance 
of developing lung cancer

— approximately one in six chance 
of developing peripheral vascular 
disease

— approximately one in eight 
chance of suffering from coronary 
heart disease

— approximately one in thirty-three 
chance of having a stroke

— an increased likelihood of 
developing mouth, throat or 
bladder cancer

— an increased likelihood of 
developing stomach ulcers4. 

4  Winstanley M, Woodward SD, 
Walker N (1995),  
Tobacco in Australia: Facts and 
Issues.  
Melbourne: Victorian Smoking 
and Health Program.

Role modelling healthy behaviours.

Improve 1  2  3 Fair 4  5 Doing well

Encouraging your child to understand and care for their body.

Improve 1  2  3 Fair 4  5 Doing well

Encouraging regular talking and listening among all family  
members.

Improve 1  2  3 Fair 4  5 Doing well

Giving positive reinforcement and encouraging your child to think 
positive thoughts.

Improve 1  2  3 Fair 4  5 Doing well

Helping your child to recognise their feelings, the feelings of 
others, and to regulate or calm their feelings.

Improve 1  2  3 Fair 4  5 Doing well

Talking about the harmful effects of smoking with your child.

Improve 1  2  3 Fair 4  5 Doing well

Being clear that smoking is harmful.

Improve 1  2  3 Fair 4  5 Doing well

Having a smoke free house.

Improve 1  2  3 Fair 4  5 Doing well

Providing opportunities to enjoy hobbies and special interests.

Improve 1  2  3 Fair 4  5 Doing well

Providing opportunities for supportive relationships with other 
non-smoking adults.

Improve 1  2  3 Fair 4  5 Doing well

The following table indicates some of the family behaviours that will help a child 
develop non-smoking attitudes and habits. Some parents might like to rate 
themselves on each criterion, or otherwise think about how well they are performing 
on each criterion.
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Tobacco information sheet – tips for 
parents whose child is smoking

If your child is smoking 
tobacco, it is important to 
determine:

How long they have been 
smoking?

What is their attitude to 
smoking?

Communicating with your child

Remember, it is important to keep the 
conversation going beyond this one 
time. Even if you consider your first 
discussion was unsatisfactory, there is 
always tomorrow.

When talking to your child: 

— ask open questions, not questions 
that can be answered with one word 
(for example, yes or no). An example of 
an open question is ‘Tell me how you’d 
feel about giving up smoking?’ and not 
‘Will you give up smoking?’

— help them explore their feelings and 
attitudes

— be calm and reassuring

— state that you support them, but you 
do not condone cigarette smoking

— stay positive

— be patient.

Be careful to avoid:

— getting angry

— lecturing

— interrupting

— giving unsolicited advice

— being overdramatic and irrational

— being impatient

— trying to solve the problem  
too quickly.

Surviving life with an adolescent 

As parents and guardians of adolescents 
you should also look after yourself. 
Supporting your child requires stamina. 
Here are some helpful tips for living with 
an adolescent:

— have a confidante you can trust. 
He or she can help keep issues in 
perspective, provide encouragement, 
offer suggestions, and lend support

— occasionally do things that you enjoy 
and help you to forget about other 
pressures

— remember there is a limit to what you 
can do

—try not to stress over those things 
beyond your control

—think positively and avoid becoming 
focussed on problems and pessimistic 
thoughts

— think long-term. Set goals that will 
help you to persevere. Make certain 
the goals refer to your own behaviour, 
not your child’s behaviour

—if you are unsure, seek help from an 
expert, for example, a doctor.

Personal help

For information and assistance to 
stop smoking, speak with a medical 
practitioner or pharmacist, or contact 
a trained counsellor at:

Quitline 13 7848  
Parentline 132 289 

24 hour advice and referral 
Directline 1800 888 236

24 hour assessment, counselling, 
referral and information

Information available on the internet: 
www.oxygen.org.au 
www.quit.org.au
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